
Dear Friends, 

Over the past year, I have been consistently blown
away by your generous and faithful support of The
Colossian Forum as we've continued to invite
churches and Christian schools into conflict
transformation practices.

In November 2021, we released a new Colossian Way
small-group curriculum on the topic of “Women &
Men,” aimed at helping congregations navigate what it
means to live faithfully amid expectations about
feminine and masculine ideals, leadership, work and
family life, and gender.

Organizationally, we've shifted much of our efforts into
equipping Christian leaders with vision, practices, and
systems through WayFinder, our new leadership
training and development program. As we've engaged
Christian communities through WayFinder, I have
been heartened to see how fervently these leaders
embraced the opportunity to love God and love their
neighbor more deeply through conflict.

Through both of these efforts, we are witnessing
renewal of communities and revitalization of leaders,
both of which would not be possible without your
support.

I am grateful to share a few words from some of those
participating in Christ's ministry of reconciliation
through The Colossian Forum in the following Impact
Report. As you'll read, our common work is deeply
relevant to Christians as they seek to navigate conflict
within their communities.

Thank you for your sustaining prayers and financial
generosity, especially as we embark on this new
chapter of witnessing Christ's reconciling power to
Christian communities across North America.

Peace of Christ, 

Rev. Michael Gulker
President
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“I realized that we will always have conflict. We can
use it to grow in Christ and together.”
WayFinder Early Adopter (Anonymous)

“The Colossian Forum frames engaging conflict well as
a function of worship and that is liberating for me in my
role and for the communities of which I am a part.”
Beth G., Provost and Chief Academic Officer

“The Colossian Forum saved me from the sins of 
disunity and division.”
Mark M., Colossian Way Participant
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